HAND HELD SYSTEMS

VLB-900PS Screwfeeder

A horizontal application is not an ergonomic problem with Visumatic’s comfortable PS system. Our custom, integral grip puts the center of gravity in the palm of your hand and keeps the hand balanced and comfortable for efficient production.

The Standard Features
1. Model 94 Automatic Screwfeeder with M-75 Standard Escapement
2. Model VLB-900 Locking Bit Nosepiece Assembly
3. Inline Driver Tool With the Custom, PS Grip
4. Optional Bulk Screw Supply Hopper With Bowl Level Sensor & Controls
5. Microprocessor Controls

The Advant-Edge
7. All Visumatic nosepieces are designed to fit the part and control the screw for the operator.
8. An inline, pistol-gripped nosepiece ergonomically balanced for the needs of the operator.
9. Bulk screw supply hoppers keep the right supply to the feeder bowl—complete with empty bowl alarm.
10. Advanced control systems from Visumatic. Satisfy your customer.